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1. Introduction
Symplectic manifolds are manifolds which admit a non-degenerate closed
2-form. It is well-known that the manifolds which admit a Kahler structure
are sytplectic manifolds. In this paper, a symplectic manifold M is called non-
Ktihler, if M do not admit Kahler structures. There has been recent interest
in examples of closed non-Kahler symplectic manifolds.
The first such example was constructed by Thurston [10]. This closed non-
Kahler symplectic manifold was a total space of a flat torus bundle over a torus
in [10] and was also a nil-manifold in Abbena [1] and Weinstein [12].
Other examples of closed non-Kahler symplectic manifolds have appeared
in Cordero, Fernandez and Gray [2], Cordero, Fernandez and Leon [3], Me
Duff [8] and Watson [11]. With the exception of [8], all of these examples are
nil-manofolds, which are a generalization of Thurston's example.
In this paper, we generalize the Thurston's example in another way and
show that there is a new calss of closed non-Kahler symplectic manifolds. We
prove that the total spaces of flat surface bundles over closed symplectic mani-
folds whose characteristic homomorphisms satisfy some conditions have natural
symplectic structures but they are non-Kahler. To see that our symplectic
manifolds are non-Kahler, we find non-zero Massey triple products, for it is
well-known that all the Massey triple products on closed Kahler manifolds are
zero.
We review some definitions in §2 and state our theorem in §3. As an
application of the theorem, we construct the examples of closed non-Kahler sym-
plectic manifolds in §4. We prove in §5 that our symplectic manifolds admit
non-zero Massey triple products.
2. Preliminaries
We call that a closed manifold M is non-Kahler symplectic manifold if M
is a symplectic manifold and do not admit Kahler structures. To prove non-
existence of Kahler structures, we use the following:
Theorem, (see [4] p. 168) All Massey triple products are zero on a com-
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pact Kahler manifold.
We review the definition of Massey triple products ([9]).
For a smooth closed manifold W, let A*(W) denote the de Rham complex
and let H%R(W) be its homology. Let A^HpDR(W)y B^HqDR(W)y C^HrDR(W)
be such that A U JS=O and BU C=0. Choose representatives a, b, c and ^,yG
such that dx=aΛby dy=bΛc. Then αΛ;y+(—iy+ 1 *Λ£ is a closed
—l)-form. Its class in HpD+Rq+r-\W) defines a coset modulo A-HqJRr~ι
(W)+CΉpD+Rq-1(W). This coset is called the Massey triple product of Λ B and
C, and is denoted by <Jl, £, C>.
We define Dehn twist diffeomorphisms on surfaces.
Let Έ,g be an oriented closed surface of genus #(>1) and {aly •••, ag; bly •••,
&^} a symplectic system of oriented simple closed curves on Σgy namely a{ Π b~
aiΓ\aj=bif]bj=φ for i^j and α, intersects δt at one point with intersection
number + 1 for ί = l , •• ,^f.
We denote by T2 a torus with a coordinate (exp^^/-—1), exp(θ2y/— 1)) and
by α, δ the closed curves such that e(0)=(exp(0v'HT), 1)>
and define a neighbourhood Ϊ7 of a U έ by
U= {(zxpiθ^^ϊ), exp(θ2V^ΐ))tΞT2; -3€<θι<36 or -3β<θ2<3£} ,
where <S(>0) is a fixed small number such that 3£ <πβ.
Then we have a neighbourhood [/,- of ^Uδ;, and a diffeomorphism / ; :
Ui->U such that the images of #,-, i t are α, b respectively.
We may assume that Uly •••, Ug are disjoint.
We identify U{ with U by/ t . Then DA^ w ίεϋώί diffeomorphism T(a{) (resp.
Γ(δ
z
 )) along α, (resp. δt ) is a diίfeomorphism on Σg whose support supp T{a?)
(resp. supp T(b$) is contained in [/,- and is defined on J7, by
(resp. Γ(&;)(exp(0,.\/-1),
where 7=7(9) is a smooth function on Λ satisfying the following conditions:
(1)
 Ύ
(θ+2π) = y(θ)+2π;
(2) γ((9) = 0 for 5—2τr<6><—β, and γ((9) - 2τr for 6<θ<2π-S
where £(>0) is the fixed small number;
(3) γ is strictely increasing on [—£, £].
L e m m a . For the fixed symplectic system {aiy b{\ i=\, '-',g}9 there exists a
volume form v ofΣg which is preserved by T(a}), •••, T(ag) and T(b^)} •••, T(bg).
Proof. Set vi=ff(dθ1Λdθ2) for ί = l , •••,£. Then the 2-form ^ is a
volume form of C/t which is preserved by T(a{) and
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We set
U
e
 = {(exp^x/ 1 1 !), zxρ(θ2y/^ϊ))<ΞΞT2; -2S<Θ1<2£ or -2ε<θ2<2β}
and
Utt=fT\U.) for i=ί,-,g.
Let ϋ 0 be a volume form of the complement UQ of the union of {Uiz\ i=ly
•• ,g}. Then, by use of the partition of unity for the covering {UOy Uιy •••, Ug}
of Σ^, we have a volume form v of Σ^ which coincide ± ^ t on t/ t ε for z = l , ~ ,g
and ?;0 on the complement of the uion of {£/,; i = l , •••,£}. Since the supports
of Γ(αf ) and 7(6,.) are contained in C/ίε for ί = l , •••,£, and ϋf is preserved
by T(α
ί
 ) and Γ ^ ), the volume form v is preserved by T(a1), •••, T 1 ^ ) and
7(0!), •••, Γ ( ^ ) . Therefore we have Lemma.
3. Theorem
Let {aly •••, α^; &1? •••, bg\ a symplectic system of oriented simple closed
curves on Σ^. By Lemma of §2, there exists a volume form v on Σ^ which is
invariant under T(c) for all c=aly ~-,agy bly •••, δ^.
Now let (iV, Ω) be a closed symplectic manifold admitting a homomorphism
p: ^(iV)—>Diίϊ(Σ^) which satisfies the following condition:
(*) The image of p is generated by Dehn twist diίfeomorphisms Tl(c1), T(c2),
•••, Γ(ί:
n
) such that supp T(c
x
) Γisupp T(ci)=φ for / Φ l , where ^, •••, cn are
elements of the symplectic system of oriented simple closed curves {a
v
 ~ ,agy
b
ιy ~ybg}.
Define a Tr^Λ/'J-action on NχΈ,g by
*&,*) = ('(£)(*), P(g){*)) for geπ^N);
where π: N-+N is the universal covering of N and σ(g) is the covering trans-
formation corresponding to g^π^N)).
We denote by M the quotient space of NχΈ,g by the above ^(iVJ-action.
Then M is the total space of the flat Σ^-bundle over N whose characteristic
homomorphism is p.
Let p
x
: Nxltg-^N and p2: iVχΣ^->Σ^ be the projections. We have a
closed 2-form pf (^*Ω)+^* v on TVxΣ .^ Since this closed 2-form is invariant
under the πr i^VJ-action and non-degenerate, M has a natural symplectic structure
ω which is the projection of pf(π*Ω)-\-p* v down to M.
Theorem. The above closed symplectic manifold {M, ω) is non-Kahler.
By Theorem, we have a new class of closed non-Kahler symplectic mani-
folds. We construct the examples of such manifolds in §4.
In §5, we prove that the manifold M has a non-zero Massey triple product.
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Then our theorem follows immediately from the well-known theorem in § 2 that
all the Massey triple products on closed Kahler manifolds vanish.
The fact that total spaces of Σ^-bundles (not necessarily flat) adimt a sym-
plectic structure is mentioned in Thurston [10] for g(>l), and our construction
appears essentially in Johnson [5].
4. Examples
Set N=Έlm(m>l), Ω a symplectic structure on N. Let {aly •••, amy βly •••,
β
m
\ be the natural system of generators of T Γ ^ Σ ^ ) which have the relation such
that [a
v
 /SJ [α2, β2]-[am, βn]=l, where [aiy βi\=arβrajι-βj\
We define a homomorphism p
x
: π^N^ΌiS(Σg) (g>2) by
Pl(a) = T{ax), ftίft) = T(a2)
p^c) = id, for c = aiy β, (i>2),
where {a
v
 m
 ',agf bD ~,bg} is the symplectic system of oriented simple closed
curves on Έ,g in §3. Then the homomorphism pλ satisfies the condition (*) in
§3. Therefore, by Theorem, we have a closed non-Kahler symplectic manifold
(Mly ωx) of dimension 4.
The 4-dimensional closed manifold M1 is also an example of almost com-
plex manifold admitting no complex structure. To see this, it is sufficient to
note the following three facts:
(1) A symplectic manifold admits always an almost complex structure (see
for example [12]);
(2) The first Betti number b
x
{M^ of M1 is even (in fact, &1(M1)-2rn+2^-2)
and M
x
 admits no Kahler structure (by our theorem)
(3) A compact complex surface with even first Betti number admits a Kahler
structure (see K. Kodaira [7] Theorem 25).
Moreover, in §3, we reset (Ny Ω)=(M!, ωλ) and define a homomorphism
p2: 7Γi(M1)-^Diff(X^) by p2=pi°p*i where p: Mλ->Ί<m is the projection of the flat
Σ^-bundle. Then, the homomorphism ρ2 satisfies the condition (*). Therefore,
by Theorem, we have a closed non-Kahler symplestic manifold (M2y ω2) of di-
mension 6.
Repeating this procedures, we have a closed non-Kahler symplectic mani-
fold (M
ny ωn) of dimension (2w+2). Thus we have a new class of closed non-
Kahler symplectic manifolds.
5. Massey products
We prove the following proposition:
Proposition. The closed manifold M constructed in § 3 has a non-zero Mas-
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sey triple product.
Our method to find a non-zero Massey triple product is motivated by
Cordero, Fernandez and Gray [2], Cordero, Fernandez and Leon ]3], Griffiths
and Morgan [4] and Kawashima [6].
In this section, we fix a symplectic system {a
v
 •••, ag\ b19 •••, bg} of oriented
simple colosed curves on Έ,g.
Let M be the symplectic manifold and p: π^N)-*Diff(Σ^) be the ho-
momorphism as in §3.
By the condition (*), we have a homomorphism
p:ImP-»<T(φ
defined by
p(T(c
λ
)) = T(c
λ
\ P(T(ct)) = id (i=2, " . , ή)
where (T(c^} denotes the subgroup of Diff (2^) generated by T(c
λ
).
Lemma 1. There exists an element φ of Horn (H
λ
(N, Z), R) such that
φ(x)=ί (resp. 0) for χ=B(g), if (pop) (g)=T(c1) (resp. id), where B: π^N)-^^
(N; Z) is the Hurewicz homomorphism.
Proof. Since the image of pop is an abelian group, we have a well-defined
homomorphism p: H^M; Z)->(T(cJ> such that poB=pop. Let /: <Γ(^)>->Z
be a natural isomorphism. Then, the desired homomorphism φ is defined by
<p=Iop. q.e.d.
Set ξ the closed 1-form on N whose De Rham cohomolgy class corresponds
to the element φ of Lemma 1 under the isomorphisms HιMR(N) — H\N\ R)~
Horn (HX(N\ Z), R) and F a smooth function on N such that π*ξ=dF, where
π: N->N is the universal covering of N.
Lemma 2. The above function F satisfies that σ(g)*F=F-\-l (resp. F),
if p°p(g)=T(c1) (resp. id)> whereg is an element of πλ(N).
Proof. Let g be an element of π
λ
(N) which is represented by an oriented
closed curve c on N. We denote a lift of c on N by Z. Note that π*ξ=dF,
then we have
<r(g)*F-F=[π*ξ=\
Therefore, by Lemma 1, we have Lemma 2. q.e.d.
We need Lemma 2 and the following lemma to find a non-zero Massey
triple product.
Lemma 3. There exist closed ί-forms η,η' on I,g satisfying the following
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conditions:
(i) τ(Cl)*η=v, T(Cl)*v'=v+vf;
(2) η, η' are invariant under T(ct) for i = 2, •••, n;
(3) ( ^Λ^ΦO;
(4) λ φ O for all closed 1 -forms on Έ,g such that I ηΛXΦ0.
JCl JSg
Proof. We define closed 1-forms η0, ηo on a torus T
2
 by
where (exp(^ 1v /^l), exp (Θ2\/^Λ)) is a coordinate of T2 and γ(^) is the smooth
function which is used to define Dhen twist diffomorphisms in §2.
Then, the 1-forms satisfy the following conditions:
(4.1) (1)
(2)
(3)
where T(a) is Dhen twist diffeomorphism along a and {a, b} is the symplectic
system of oriented simple closed curves of T2 such that a=a(θ)=(exp(θχ/— 1, 1)
and i=6(0)=( l , exp(β
v
/IΓϊ)).
We construct the desired closed 1-forms η> -η' by use of η0, η'o.
We may assume that c1=a1.
Let/i be the diίFeomorphism from U
λ
 to U as in §2. We set
V = ft VOJ v'^ftv'o-
Since c
ί
=a1 and /i(^i)=β, we have (1) of Lemma 3. By the condition
(*) in §3. the union of {supp T(c{); i=2, •••, n} is contained in Έ,g—Uly we have
(2) of Lemma 3. Moreover, by (4.1) (2), we have (3) of Lemma 3.
We prove (4) of Lemma 3. Let λ be a closed 1-form on X .^ Since the
closed 1-forms η> η' satisfy (3) of Lemma 3 and their supports are contained in
U
u
 they form a basis of Hι(U19 dUx\ R). Hence the 1-form λ is cohomologous
to a closed 1-form λ/ such that X'=nηfJrmη-{-μ, where the support of μ is con-
tained in Σ^ r— U1 and n,m^R. We have
ί X = f \' = [ nη'+mη
J a\ J ai J a±
= \ nη/o+m'η
o
 = n \
 VΌ
Ja Ja
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and
J ^Λλ = I ηΛ\' = n \ η/\η' = n 1 ηo/\-ηo.2* J2^ J Zg JΊ2
Therefore, if ( ^ΛλΦO, n must be non-zero by (4.1) (2). Hence, by (4.1) (3),
we have (4) of Lemma 3. q.e.d.
In the following, we may assume that c1=av
Let p
x
: NχΈ,g-*ΪS[ and p2: NχΣg->Έ,g be the projections. We have a
closed 1-form pf η on NxΣg. By (1) and (2) of Lemma 3, pf η is invariant
under the Tr^ iVJ-action. Also the closed l-form^>ί(τr*£) on NχΣg is invariant
under the zr i^VJ-action. Therefore, they dfinee the closed 1-forms ή, ξ on M
which are the projections of the closed 1-forms pf η, pf(π*ξ) down to M. We
denote their cohomology classes of ή, I by A> C respectively.
Then we have the following lemma which proves Proposition.
Lemma 4. Massey triple product (A, A, C> is non-zero.
Proof. We define a 1 :form y on Nx Σg by
y=pfF-ttη-pfη'.
Then we have
and, by (2) of Lemma 3, we get
®Hy = pn<r(g)*F)-pf((p°p(g))*v)-pt((p°p(g))*v').
Therefore, by Lemma 2 and (1) of Lemma 3, the 1-form y is invariant under
the ^(JVJ-action. We denote by j) the 1-form on M which is the projection
of y down to M. Since
dy = pf(dF) Λptv= ρΐ{**ξ) Λpfv,
we have
Therefore, by definition, we have
mod. AΉ1DR(M)+CΉ1DR(M)
We remark that — pf η/\y=ρf(η/\ηf) and note that p*(ηΛηr) is a closed
2-form on NχXg which is invariant under the ^(ΛΓJ-action. Then the closed
2-form μ on M which is the projection of p*(ηΛη') down to M satisfies
M in H2DR{M).
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Now, let t: Έ,g-+M be the inclusion mapping of a fibre. Then, we have
t* μ = η/\η' .
Hence,
Therefore, [μ] (ί*([Σ,])) is non-zero by (3) of Lemma 3. That is, we have
(4.2) (1) <A,A,C>m[μ] mod. A-H\,R{M)+C-H)>R{M)
(2)
In the following, we prove that [μ,] does not belong to A HDR(M)-\-
C-HιDR(M).
First, we have
where p: M->N is the projection of the flat Σ^-bundle. The cohomology class
C is represented by ς. Therefore, if X is an element of CΉ1DR(M)> i*X=0
in H2DR(Σg). That is, we have
(4.3) * ( i * P J ) ) = 0 for XtΞC-HιDR(M).
Secondly, let Xbt an element of A HιDR(M). There is a closed 1-form ζ
such that X=[ήAζ] (<EΞA H1DR(M)). And we have
Hence,
Then, by (4) of Lemma 3, if -X"(ί#(pSJ)) is non-zero, I i*ζ must be non-zero.
On the other hand, we assumed that c
λ
=a
v
 Then, the following property of
T(c^) is well-known and is obtained easily by the definition:
Since 4 ° Γ(C l)* = i*: ^ ( Σ , Z) -• fli(M Z),
**([βJ) = 0 in H^M Z).
Hence, for all closed 1-form λ on M, we have
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Consequently, we have
(4.4) X(i*(\Σg])) = 0 far XΪΞA H1DR{M) .
Now, by (4.2) (2), (4.3) and (4.4), [μ] does not belong to AΉ1DR(M)+
C HDR{M). Hence, by (4.2) (1), we have Lemma 4. q.e.d.
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